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TRACE-CLASS FOR A HILBERT MODULE

GEORGE R. GIELLIS1

Abstract. Let if be a Hilbert module over a proper Zf*-algebra

A, and let t(H) = {fa:fGH, aGA}. Then we define a Banach space

norm on riH) so that the module operation is continuous with re-

spect to both variables. r(if) is shown to be the dual of a certain

space of bounded operators from H to A, and the dual of riH) is

also identified.

1. Introduction. For a proper 77*-algebra A, the trace-class of A is

defined as t(A) = ¡aè|a, bEA \. The theory of the trace class was

developed by Saworotnow and Friedell [ó]. Generalizing the work of

Schatten [3], they defined a norm on r(A) so that t(A) is a Banach

algebra in this norm. Saworotnow [5] continued this development

by showing that the dual of r(^4) is the space of all right centralizers

on A, and that r(A) is the dual of a certain space of right centralizers

on A.

In this paper we consider a Hilbert module 77 over A and the set

r(77) = [fa\fEH, aEA}. We introduce a Banach space norm on

r(77) for which the module operation is continuous in both variables.

We also formulate and prove duality theorems analogous to those of

Saworotnow.

2. Definitions, notation and statement of results. Throughout this

paper A will denote a proper 77*-algebra, with trace-class riA)

= [ab\a, bEA }. A projection in A is a nonzero selfadjointidempotent

element of A. By an orthogonal projection base (OPB) for A is meant

a maximal family of mutually orthogonal projections in A. If \ea} is

an OPB, thenA=@YJ«Ae«=®YJ«e<.A-

The trace functional on riA) is denoted as tr( ). We have tr(a<5)

= (a, b*) = 22» iabea, ea) where \ea} is an OPB for A. The trace norm

t( ) onr(i) is defined byr(a) = tr([a]) where [a]2=a*a.

H will denote a Hilbert module over A, i.e., H is a right module

over A with a map ( , ) of 7z"X H into t iA), which is called the vector

inner product for 77. The properties of ( , ) generalize the properties

of a Hilbert space inner product, e.g. additivity, (J, g)* = (g, f) and
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(/> ëa) — (/> g)a Ior aH/i gGJJ anc* aG^4. H also has a linear structure

and is a Hubert space in the inner product [/, g] =tr(g,f) for/, gEH.

For a detailed discussion on Hubert modules the reader is referred

to [4].

We define the trace-class of H as t(H) = {/a|/(EiJ, aEA }. For a

nonzero element/ of H, there exists a unique positive element a oí A

such that a2 = (/,/). We will denote this element as a= [/]. It will be

shown that/Gr(JJ) iff [/]er(yl).

Theorem 1. For fEr(H) define ir(f) =r( [/]). Then t(H) is a linear

space and w( ) is a Banach space norm on t(H) such that ir(fa)

g 11/11 |ö| for all fEH, aEA.

We shall make use of the following spaces of mappings :

R(A) = [T:A-+A\ T(ab) = (Ta)b for all a, b E A}.

R(AH) = {T:A^>H\ T(ab) = (Ta)b for all a, b E A}.

R(HA) = {T:H^A\ T(fa) = (Tf)a ior all f E H, a E A}.

Each of the above maps is necessarily linear and continuous. A proof

of this in the case of R(A) is given in [7]. We shall also assume such

results as TER(A), SER(HA) implies TSER(HA) and TER(HA)
iff T*ER(AH).

For aEA, let La denote the operator x—*ax (xEA) and let C(A)

be the closure in the operator norm of the space of all La, aEA.

Saworotnow's duality theorems show that t(A) is the dual of C(^4)

and R(A) is the dual of t(A). For fEH, let Lf denote the map

g-Kg./)- Then L,ER(HA) for each fEH. Let C(HA) be the closure
in the operator norm of the space of all Lf,fEH.

Theorem 2. ForfEr(H), define p,(T)=tr(Tf) (TEC(HA)). Then
the map f—*pf is an isometric isomorphism of t(H) onto the space of all

bounded linear functionals on C(HA).

Theorem 3. For SER(HA), define ps(f)=tr(Sf) (fEr(H)). Then
the map S-^ps is an isometric isomorphism of R(HA) onto the space of

all bounded linear functionals on r(H).

3. Proof of Theorem 1. The following basic lemmas will allow us

to use the techniques of [ó] to prove Theorem 1.

Lemma 1. For each nonzero fEH, there exists a partial isometry

WER(AH) such thatf= W[f] and W*f= [/].

Proof. From [ó], we know there exists a sequence {ek} of mutually

orthogonal projections in A and a sequence {X*} of positive real num-
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bers such that [f] = 22* ^*e*- For xEA, define Wx=^lk\k1fekx.

Then

\\klfekx, \jlfejx] = ti(\flfejX, \klfekx)

= (XyX*)-1 tr(x*ejif,f)ekx) = 0   if / s= *,

since if,f)ek= [f]2ek=\\ek for each &. A similar calculation yields

IM^EII^/^ll^ 22 U*|2.
* k

Thus W is a partial isometry with initial domain the closed right ideal

M = @ 22* e*A- It is easily verified that W[f] =/.
Remark. If we let T¡ denote the bounded linear operator a—>fa,

we know that 7/ has a unique decomposition Tf = UP, where U is a

partial isometry from A to 77 and P = (7*7/)1/2. To verify that U=W

and P=L\j\, it is sufficient to check that the null space of W equals

the null space of L[/¡ (see p. 68 of [l]). This is clear, since [/]x = 0

iff ekx = 0 for each k iff Wx = 0.

Lemma 2. The following are equivalent:

(i) /Gr(77).

(ii)   \f]EriA).
(iii)  There exists a positive element b of A such that b2 — [/].

(iv)  22« ( \j]e<*> e") < °° ' w&ere {ea} is an OPB for A.

Proof. The equivalence of the last three statements is shown in

[6]. If/=ga, then [f] = W*f = W*iga) = (W*g)aEr(A). If [f]Er(A)
and b2= [f], then/= W(b2) = (Wb)bEr(77).

Lemma 3. If TER(A) and aEr(A) then t(To) g||7||7-(a). (This is

Lemma 5 of [ô].)

Using the above lemmas, one can proceed as in [ó] to show that

t(77) is a linear space and that 7r( ) defines a norm on r(77). As an

example we will show that r(f-\-g) â=?r(/) +7r(g). Let W, Wi and JF2

be partial isometries as in Lemma 1 such that JF[/+g] =/+g,

Wi [/] =/ and JF2 [g] =g. Then we have

*(/+«) = r([/+ d) = t(IF*/+ IF*g) = t(JF*JFi[/] + W*W2[g})

á ||!F*JFi||r([/]) + ||!F*JF2||r([g]) Ú t(/) + r(g).

Lemma 4. If fEHand aEA then irija) û\\f\\ \a\-

Proof.

t(A0 = r([/a]) = r(JF*/a) ¿\W*f\\a\¿ \\W*\\ ||/|| | a\  á ||/|| | a| .
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Thus we see that the module operation is continuous in both vari-

ables.

Lemma 5. ||/|| gir(/) for allfEr(H).

Proof.

U/112 = tr(/,/) = r([/]2) g || Lm\\r([f]) g   | [/] | r([/]) = ||/||t(/).

Our proof of completeness of t(JJ) is based on a proof of McCarthy

for a slightly different situation (Lemma 3.1 of [2]).

Lemma 6. Let {/„} ¿>e a sequence of elements of r(H) and fEH with

the following properties :

(i)   \f„} is Cauchy in the ir( ) norm.

(ii) II/.-/1I-*).
Then fEr(H) and w(f) glim inf 7r(/„).

Proof. Let T, be the map a-^fa. Then TfER(AH) and || 7>|| g||/||.

Hence || J/n-T,\\ g|| f„-/||-+0. For each w, let S„ = ( J>* J,,,)1'4 and

S=(T*Tf)lli. Then we have ||S„ — S||—K). By our remark after

Lemma 1, we know that (TfnTfn)in=Lyn\ for each n. Now [/„]£r(;4)

implies that S„=LCn for some c*£vl (<?„= [/„]). We want to show

that S = LC for some cEA. This will mean that c2= [/], and hence

/Gr(JJ).
Consider an OPB {ea} for A, and let <r be a finite set of indices.

Since | cn|2 = tr(4) =ir(fn) we see that {| c„|2} is a bounded sequence.

Then 2«e„ |Sea|2 = lim,,-.«, 22a6<r |c„ea|2 and, for fixed n,

X^e* I c»e»J 2=- S« I c»e«l2== I °n\2- This implies that S«e* Sea
glim inf„ [c„|2< + =°. Since a is arbitrary, we have ^a Sea

glim inf„ |c„|2. Setting c= ¿Ja Sea we see that cEA and S = J

Moreover ir(f) = \c\ 2glim inf ir(/„).

Proof of completeness oft(H). Let {gn} be a Cauchy sequence

in t(H). Then by Lemma 5, {g„ j is a Cauchy sequence in H also, and

gn— g\\—>0. For fixed w, let /m

and / satisfy  the conditions

thus there exists gEH such that

= gn-gm and f = gn-g.  Then   {/„

of  Lemma  6.   Hence   for  each   n,  gn — gEr(H),   and  ir(g„ — g)

glim infm (gn— gm). Since {g„} is Cauchy in the7r( ) norm, we have

lim,,.,,* lim inf™ ir(fn—fm) =0.

4. Proof of Theorem 2. We first show that for fE~r(H), pf is a

bounded linear functional on C(HA) with \\pf\\ g7r(/). This follows

from the inequalities

| Pf(T) | =   | tr(r/) |   g r(Tf) = r(JIF[/])

á||J^||r([/])g||r||r([/]) = ||r|k(/).
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gEH. Thus we have X« ([/K> O = ZI* ([/]e*> e*)á||/>||, and by
Lemma 2, we must have/£ir(iJ). Since we have shown that p agrees

with pf on a dense subset of C(HA), we conclude that p=pf.

This concludes our proof of Theorem 2. At this point it should be

clear that the above proof is a natural modification of the techniques

used in Saworotnow's paper [5]. A similar modification yields the

proof of Theorem 3, which will be omitted.
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